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We analyze the binary-state (either R or B) k-majority dynamics in a biased communication model
where nodes have some fixed probability p, independent of the dynamics, of being seen in state B by
their neighbors. In this setting we study how p, as well as the initial unbalance between the two
states, impact on the speed of convergence of the process, identifying sharp phase transitions.
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1 Introduction
Designing distributed algorithms that let the nodes of a graph reach a consensus, i.e., a
configuration of states where all the nodes agree on the same state, is a fundamental problem
in distributed computing and multi-agent systems. Consensus algorithms are used in protocols
for other tasks, such as leader election and atomic broadcast, and in real-world applications
such as clock synchronization tasks and blockchains.
Recently there has been a growing interest in the analysis of simple local dynamics as
distributed algorithms for the consensus problem [2, 5], inspired by simple mechanisms
studied in statistical mechanics for interacting particle systems. In this scenario, nodes are
anonymous (i.e., they do not have distinct IDs) and they have a state that evolves over time
according to some common local interaction with their neighbors. Many dynamics have been
investigated in such a setting, for example voter, where nodes copy the state of a random
neighbor, and 3-majority, where nodes sample 3 neighbors with replacement and update
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their states to the most frequent among the samples. The time needed by such dynamics to
reach a consensus is very different: for example, on the complete graph, voter needs Ω(n)
rounds, while 3-majority converges in O(log n) [2, 5].
2 Communication Model
We focus on the scenario where each of the n nodes of the underlying communication graph
G has a binary state (either R or B) and the communication among the nodes proceeds
in synchronous rounds. In this setting we analyze the k-majority dynamics, where nodes
sample k neighbors from their neighborhood uniformly at random and with replacement, and
then update their state to the majority of the sample; ties are broken uniformly at random.
Differently from most of the previous works, we consider a communication model which
is biased, w.l.o.g., toward state B, i.e., whenever nodes sample a neighbor they see state B
with some probability p, regardless of the state of the sampled node, and its true state with
probability 1− p. This biased communication model has been introduced in [3], where it is
used as a tool for the analysis of the 2-choices dynamics on core-periphery networks.
3 Results
Most of the previous works rely on strong topological assumptions, e.g., considering complete
graphs or expanders, to prove upper bounds on the consensus time of the dynamics. We move
a step forward in this direction by removing all assumptions that depend on the topology of
the graph; indeed we only require the underlying communication graph to be sufficiently
dense, i.e., with minimum degree ω(log n). Such a milder assumption, though, comes at the
cost of a weaker notion of consensus, that we call almost-consensus.
I Definition 1. A process reaches an B-almost-consensus whenever a fraction 1− o(1) of
the volume of the graph is in state B.
Pushing our techniques to their limit, we could prove a consensus on state B in O(log n)
rounds. We would still require no topological assumptions, but just a stronger condition on
the minimum degree (from ω(log n) to Ω(n)), thus dramatically restricting the class of graphs
taken into account to extremely dense ones. Note that, in the biased communication model
we consider, the Markov Chain that models the process has a single absorbing state where all
nodes are in state B. For this reason we first consider an initial configuration where all the
nodes are in state R and study the time needed by the process to reach a B-almost-consensus.
Trivially, if p = 0 the process remains stuck in its initial configuration, while if p = 1 the
process reaches the absorbing state in one single round. More in general, it is intuitive that
the process will converge slowly to the absorbing state if p is small and quickly if p is large.
With such an intuition in mind, we prove a first phase transition phenomenon.
I Theorem 2. Consider the k-majority dynamics in the communication model with bias p
toward state B, in any graph G with minimum degree ω(log n), and where initially all nodes
are in state R. For every k ≥ 3 there exists a constant p?k ∈ [ 19 ,
1
2 ] such that:
Slow convergence: If p < p?k, a B-almost-consensus is reached in nω(1) rounds, a.a.s.1
Fast convergence: If p > p?k, a B-almost-consensus is reached in O(1) rounds, a.a.s.
1 We say that an event En happens asymptotically almost surely (in short, a.a.s.) if Pr(En) = 1− o(1).
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The proof looks at the expected evolution of the fraction of neighbors in state B of every
node and then applies concentration of probability arguments, akin to what has been done
in [3]. However, compared to [3], we have a more comprehensive scenario (k-majority for
any k vs. 2-choices) with substantially more precise results.
Another important innovation with respect to [3] is the presence of a second phase
transition on the initial unbalance between the states. Clearly in the fast convergence regime,
i.e., when p > p?k, the initial configuration in which none of the nodes is in state B is the
hardest one for the process to reach a B-almost-consensus. However, the scenario changes in
the slow convergence regime, where a different initial configuration with some of the nodes
already in state B could speed up the process.
I Theorem 3. Consider the k-majority dynamics in the communication model with bias
p < p?k toward state B, in any graph G with minimum degree ω(log n), and where initially
every node is in state B with probability 1− q, independently of the others. For every k ≥ 3
there exists a constant q?p,k such that:
Fast convergence: If q < q?p,k, a B-almost-consensus is reached in O(1) rounds, a.a.s.
Slow convergence: If q > q?p,k, a B-almost-consensus is reached in nω(1) rounds, a.a.s.
4 Applications
Our results show that adding a bias to k-majority affects the dynamics in a non-trivial
way. In particular, the arise of a metastable phase makes the framework suitable to design
distributed algorithms to recover planted partitions in networks [1, 4, 6]. Consider a graph
G = ((V1, V2), E) with two clusters and such that, for every pair of nodes in each cluster,
their fraction of neighborhood toward the other cluster is equal to some constant z, as in [1].
Let G run the k-majority and suppose that the two clusters reach a local almost-consensus
on different states, say nodes in V1 agrees on R and nodes in V2 on B. The evolution of
such a process can be described by the biased k-majority dynamics. In fact, note that the
k-majority dynamics with bias p = z toward B performed by the nodes of the subgraph
induced by V1 describes the local evolution of the nodes in V1, when considering a worst-case
scenario in which the nodes in V2 never change color. If G is such that z = p < p?k, Theorem 2
implies that V1 remains in an almost-consensus configuration, a.a.s. Since the same reasoning
can be done for V2, it follows that the graph would stay in a configuration that highlights its
clustered structure for nω(1) rounds, hence making k-majority a suitable dynamics for the
design a distributed community detection protocol.
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